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with each other. We believe that some of tb'e friendships formed here 

will last for a lifetime. 

We have found that some families are unaware of other resources available 

to them. We have been able to introduce them to statutory services and 

other charities able to offer help. Some families have even been unaware 

of such basic help as the disability Living allowance. 

Although working with children for whom the prognosis is poor may 
seem to indicate that Martin House is a sad place, the reverse is actually 

true. Martin House is a very happy place. Whole familie!. are usually 

staying with us - with well children and pets running around. The sick 
children all enjoy being here and love to be able to continue to achieve 

things. All love baking with Robin the Chef. painting and singing. 

Concerts are arranged by the children and a substantial amount of time is 
spent outdoors either in our own very large garden or on trips to see local 
places of interest. 

As a team we are very conscious of our own inadequacies. We feel that 
we are one group of people offering simply to be alongside another group 
of people, sharing something of their immense pain and brokenness and 

knowing that we receive as much, probably more. than we give. We do 

not have clever answers but we are willing to share ourselves and our 

vulnerability. 
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ln my early days with great difficulty, bm as well as being employed for 
my phy,iotherapy skills I was employed for 'me' and all that entaib. 
This. allowed me to react to situations in a way r feel comfortable with -
each team member will react lo '>ituations clifferemly - but with thl' :.upport 
of the others. 

As a phyo;iotherapi'>l I brought lo Martin House: 
a) The years of physiotherapy experience
bl Knowledge of chests. equipment. handling etc. 
c) Understanding of conditions etc.

dJ Work done and developed with profound and multiple disability 

The list could go on .... 

l l 

'.!) 

3) 

Its fine to gin: skills away. to share and teach. und at the same 
time learn from other professions. 
Practical <;kills that arc endle�s: N/G feeding, ga.\tra,tom) feeding, 
gi, mg medication, every aspect of total care de etc. 
\lost important (I hope l ahH1ys did it) - l hm e learnt to lbtl'n 
both to the children and lhe families. 

At Martin House we must gt'l lhings right the first time a, we may never 
ha, e another chance - it ccnainl) changes the way you work. 

This bnng, me on to the ver) hard Je,;son I learnt 111 my early day'>. 

Thal Physmtht:rapi-,L\ arc vcr:,. often number one on the d1ilJrcn and 
familie" hit l1'>t. 

Nm\ J olten do no tell the famtlies what I do initially and let them g:e1 lO 

knov. me first. One litLlc ho} hau been looking after for a fe\\ days asked 
me\\ hat I did bt:for�· coming: to Martin House. When I told him he became 
vcr! quiet and tht'n heg,m to cry :-..1ying T could not he a ph� ,io as Twas 
nice!! Where ha\'C we !!Ot this reputation from. nHI) he we are \'Cl) bu,) 
and do not listt'II. mayhc Wl gt:L Lm::.s when someone docs. not comply 
\\.ithout looking at the n.:a\(ln. ma}bc we take choice awa!. 

Worl-..ing with chddn::n who have life tlm.:atcmng: illnesse-, changes how 
you work. you look at the quality or the life and not the s) mmetry or the 
body. You look at the child and his needs and not the condition. The 
child can tell us so \'er) much if only we ha\'e the time lo li,ten. 

The care team at Martin How,c i" u mulli-dbciplin.11') team in e,ery 
sen!:,C and I am ve11 proud to be part of that team. Manin House i-, a 
wonderful plact: to v.ork full of fun and laughter as well as "adness ,md 
tear:,. 
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. .
. you lw1•e11 'r got a to, of choice really. It :s either love and care 

for this child or gh·e it up. And I think there aren't many ,hat 

could gi1•e a child up when they 
0

l'e just gire11 birth. 

She was our baby. She ll'OS our first. To us. ll'hether there was 

something wrong or not, site 11·as still a baby. She still 11eeded us. 

and so ll'e just got on 11•ith it. 

Second, the feelings the parents have for their child are the fundamental 

reason for enduring the difficulties and trying their utmost to give their 

child the best chance in life. This parent had to carry out twice daily 

physiotherapy sessions with her four year old girl: 

It�, only /he.fact 1hat we lol'e her so much thm it makes us do what 

ll'e do. That's 1he ho110111 line of it. Thal :s why you do it. 

However. although all parents had things to endure, they all spoke about 

t11e enjoyment and pleasures of bringing up their child. One parent whose 

child had severe learning difficulties put it this way: 

. . .  bul 110. it�, 1101 doom a11d gloom. I wo11/d11 't be witho111 he,: 

Shes absolwely lo1·ely. she really is lo1·ely. 

Parents enjoyed the pleasures of shared affection and laughter: 

We get a lot o
f 

affec1io11 from her and that really is the most 

important 1hi11g. }'£111 know she feels lo1•e, and she gives lol'e in 

re1111·11 and lh(l( s terrific. 

There were rewards too. often in the form of small, but very precious 

signs of progress. This mother had an autistic child: 

I we111 10 Sport :1· Day this l l'eek and he i11trod11ced me 10 the other 

children at school and said "This is my m11111111y ", a11d I felt like 

c,ying. It ll'US the first time he ·d el'er done anything like that. 

Another parent who was told her daughter would never speak. had this 

story: 

I think probably rhe re�rards hal'e 0111weighed the difficulties. 

El'ery lime she does something new, comes Olll ll'ith a nell' phrase. 

011 Friday her sister said .. Be quiet!", and she t11med round and 

said ·'Shw .vour face "!! Well I don't know ll'here she picked tha1

up from /1111 it ll'as e111ire!y new/or her a11d it ll'as so spo111a11eo11s. 

And el'e/1 so111ethi11g like 1/zc11 can be <Ill enormous re11•ard. 

Especially when you 'i·e been 10/d she has11 i got the i11tellige11ce 

to learn any speech. 
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Should it seek to directly change practice, or contribute in a more indirect 

way to general thinking or approaches to service provision? 

ii) Identifying potential users of the research.

iii) Making the findings accessible.

This will include making decisions about the best way to present the

research findings, for example using written or audio-visual material, or 

through workshops or seminars.

iv) Reaching the audience.

Will dissemination be widespread or targeted at particular groups or 
locations?

v) Supporting individuals/groups implemenring the research findings.

Making research findings accessible is not sufficient (Kolb et al., 1984 ).

Depending on the nature of the findings themselves, individuals or groups

will need to be supported as they translate the information provided by

the reserch into ·action'.

[n the rest of this paper. I will describe how these tasks were addressed 

by this particular research project. 

i) Assessing the usefulness of the research and its potential role.

Copies of the research report were sent to other researchers, practitioners

in different agencies, and parents. We asked them to tell us whether rhey

l11ought the research was telling them anything new; whether they l11ought

it would be useful to them; and their opinions as to how we should go

about making the findings accessible to l11em. Overall. the feedback was

that the research findings were valuable and useful and would be of

interest lo a number of audiences.

ii) Jde1111fyi11g potential users n.
f 

the research.

Three groups of potential users were identified: policy makers.

practitioners (both managers and front line staff) and parents. Clearly

different approaches would be needed for these three groups, and this

paper only reports our efforts with respect to the third group: the parents.

The notion of parents as users of research is relatively novel. However.

it was apparent thal there were a number of ways in which parents would

find the findings from this project useful. Indeed. the research could be

conceived as an additional coping resource for parents in a number of

ways. First. it could be source of emotional s11ppor1. Many parents caring

for a disabled child speak of a sense of isolation, and value hearing of

olher parents· feelings and experiences as they often mirror their own.

The research could also be used as a source of i11for111a1io11 and ideas
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v) Supporting petrel/ls.

Our final task was to provide supprnt to parents as they used and applied

the research findings to their lives. There was a strong feeling that we

needed to offer parents a resource directory alongside the account of the

research. Thus the second half of ·Takjng Care' is a directory which

provides information about services, legal issues and relevant legislation;

it lists useful books and videos suitable for all family members; and.

finally, provides the addresses of most of the relevant voluntary

organisations and campaigning bodies. The directory is revised and

updated every time ·Taking Care· is reprinted.

The feedback from parents about 'Taking Care· has been extremely 

positive. An added bonus has been that practitioners have found it useful 

too. both as a day-to-day resource and as a training resource. One review 
of 'Taking Care· by a consultant paediatrician concluded with these words: 

I strongly reco,111ne11d thar an hour spent with Alison Cowen 's 
'Taking Care· would be time well spent. 

Acknowledgements: This project would not have been completed 

without the work of Alison Cowen as author of ·Taking Care'. The high 

praise that 'Taking Care· receives is a clear testament to the skills and 

dedication she brought to this project. The research project reponed in 

this paper, and the irutial production of 'Taking Care·. were funded by 

the Joseph Rowntree Foundation. 

Note: Copies of 'Taking Care· can be obtained from the Famiy Fund 

Trust, P.O. Box 50. York YO I 2ZX. There is no charge Lo parents, nor for 

single copies for use by practitioners. 
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disciplinary professional teams including statisticians and biosiatisticians 

in both the U.S.A. and Canada who are properly funded to undertake the 

development of appropriate measurement tools which are standardised. 

reliable and validated. 

Wade ( 1992) suggested that measurement can be defined as the 

quantification of an observation against a standard. Examples of a standard 

are a metal tape measure. a goniometer and a validated functional scale. 

Kirschner and Guyatt ( I 985) have suggested that a measure has three 

key functions: 

I. Discriminate from the norm, across subjects.

1. Predict future status.

3. Evaluate change over time. across time.

The main purpose of physiotherapy measurement in the management of 

a particular child is to determine or ascertain firstly whether there is a 

problem and if so to describe it i.e. discriminate from t11e norm, secondly 

what the future status is likely to be in terms of ability i.e. prediction 

and thirdly whether change in ability has occurred over time i.e. 

evaluation. Measures need to be appropriately developed for each of 

these three purposes. Following the identification of a problem in a child 

it is helpful if future change can be predicted so that realistic goals can 

be set which can be evaluated over time. 

Disc,iminative measures are based on norm referenced data so that one 

can compare the child with the norm. Examples are: 

I. Peabody Development Motor Scalers and Activity Cards

(Folio el al. J 983) which measures gross and fine motor skills of

children from birLh Lo 6 years.

2. Bayley Scales of Infant Development (Bayley 1969) which

measures developmental status of both mental and mo Lor skills in

children aged 2 months to 2.1/2 years.

3. Denver Development Screening Test (Frankenburg e1 al. l 970)

which measures fine and gross moLor, per!)onal-social. language

and intellectual skills or children.

Prc:dictive mea�ures forecast what should happen 10 the chi Id in the future 

and need to be validated for that purpose on large populations. Examples 

are: 

1. Bleck Scale (Bleck 1975) which measures a child's postural and

tonic reflex activity on 7 specific items at I yearof age and predicts

ambulatory slatus at 7 years of age.
" Movement Assessment of Infants (Chandler et al. 1980) which

measures the motor function of high risk neonates. This measure

was not found LO be a� useful a predicL or of future status as
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Evaluative Measures 

1. What do we want to

measure'?

2. Why do we want to measure

it?

3. Whom do we wish lo inform
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originally anticipated (Dietz et al. 1987) and even following more recent 

revision is sti II not a very reliable predictor ( Hallam - personal 

communication 1997). 

Evaluative measures are ba!-.cd on criterion referenced data and show if 

the child is different from the last time he or she was measured. Examples 

are: 

I. Gross Motor Function Measure (Russel et al. I 993) which measures

gross motor function in children from birth to 16 years.

2. Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency (Bruininks 1978)

which measures gross and line motor function in children from 4.1/2

to I 4.1/2 years

3. Klein-Bell A.D.L. Scale ( Klein Bell 1982) which measures activitie�

of daily living at any age but has been validated for use"' ith children.

4. Wee-FlM (Msall et al. I 994) which measures dependencv in children.

5. Pediati-ic Evaluation of Disability Inventory (Haley ct al. I 992)

which measures adaptive function from 6 months to 7.1/2 years.

Gowland el al. ( 1991) have <;uggested that prior to using a measure we 

need to know: 

I. Whal we want to measure'!

2. Why we want lo measure it?

then we can

3. Find the right measure.

a) the impairment of the movement disorder or the sc-:ondary

biomechanical constrnints e.g. muscle tone, muscle strength or joint
range or motion.

b) the disabilil) resulting from the impainnent e.g. gro,s motor 

function, levels of mobility or activities or daily living. 

c) the handicap resulting from the disability e.g. quality of life.

a) describe the problem

b) predict the outcome

cJ evaluate the effect of treatment and

a) child/family/carer

h) ourselves or other professionals

c) people paying for the intervention.

Then 11·e cm, find the right measure which i!-. appropriately developed. 

validated. �atislies the purpose and population 10 he measured and is 

suitable in the prevailing clinical situation. 
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goal and which problems may encourage the development of future 

defonnity. The continuous and continued use of appropriately developed 

measures both nationally and internationally may furnish the profession 

with a bank of valuable educational information for the use of future 

generations of physiotherapists. 

Tn the event that measures are consistently used over periods of time it 

will be possible to show differences in outcome and to move towards 

predicting the likely outcome of any particular intervention. However 

due to the enormous variation of impairment, disability and handicap 
presented for treatment this will require co-operation from a large number 

of treatment centres and agencies throughout the world with �tandardised 

computerised recording to build up a sufficient data bank with universal 

access for clinicians and researchers. Nevertheless even the consistent 
use of these measures over regions of the health service will help to 

show whether a particular line of therapy can be shown to be helping a 

particular child and whether the outcome appears to be of greater benefit 
with one line of therapy rather than another. 
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PHYSIOTHERAPY IN OBSTETRIC 

BRACHIAL PALSY MANAGEMENT 

FIONA WEBB 

BSc (Hons) MCSP 
Physiotherapy Department. 
St. James and Seacroft University 

Hospitals Trust. Leeds. 
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Introduction 

Obstetric Brachia! Palsy (OBP) also known as Erbs palsy is an unfot1unate 

outcome of a small number of births. The exact incidence i)> not known 
as no national reporting mechanism exi!.ls in the U.K. for collection of 

data in this condition. 

The mechanism of injury is thought by most authors lo be due either to 
traction or to compression. caused during birth. Gilbert et al ( 1988) 
suggests two main obstetrical situations which risk trauma to the Brachia! 

plexus these are : 

High bi11h weight infants (over 4000g) where shoulder dystocia may 
necesl>itate an assisted delivery and thus sustain traction to the upper 

roots. 

Breech presentation infants requiring manipulation may sustain injury 

to the nerve roots. 

The diagnosis is generally made immediately after delivery when the 
affected upper limb is not moved actively and the passive range is equal 

to the unaffected side. The neonate is screened for fractures and other 
signs of trauma. An initial assessment al 48 hours should give some 
indication of the level of injury. 

Narakas ( 1987) classified Brachia! Plexus injury into four groups: 

Group I: CS-6; paralysis of the shoulder and biceps 

The arm is adducted and internally rotated at the shoulder, 
the elbow is extended. the forearm pronated and the wrist 
ncxed. (the classical 'waiters tip' posture). 

Group II: CS-7; paralysii> of shoulder, biceps and foream1 extensors 

As above with slight tlexion of the elbow 

Group Ill: CS-Tl: complett: paralysi& of the limb 

Group JV: C5-T 1: as above with Horner's syndrome 

As in all peripheral nerve injury. OBP may be classified according lo the 
severity of the damage. Injury may range from slight �!retching to 
complete rupture. Tachdjian ( 1990) describes obstetric plexus injury as: 
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Objective examination includes 

• observation of general posture including any associated torticollis.

• palpation of the skeletal structures to assess bony defom1ily

• close inspection of the eyes for Homer's syndrome

• a comparison of passive range of movemem with the unaffected side

• a detailed assessment of motor function

Early observation of active movements is valuable in monitoring recovery 

patterns and in identifying those children with complete lesions who 

require very early surgery. 

In our Children's Hand Clinic the first assessment is performed at three 

months of age using the Active Movement Scale (Clarke and Curtis, 1995), 

which is summarised below. Tt should be noted that this is an assessment 

of movement not muscle strength. 

The five movements observed for scoring are: 

• Elbow nexion

• Elbow extension

• Wrist extension

• Finger extension

• Thumb extension

Each movement is carefully observed ensuring that they are not assisted 

by gravity or a tenodesis effect and graded on the eight poim scale. Each 

grade is converted to a numerical score and when added together give a 

Test Score with a maximum value of I 0. 

Children scoring below 3.5 (those having a poor prognosis for ,;pontaneous 

recovery) are offered a date for early exploration and reconstrnction of 

the Brachia! Plexus, after detailed discussion with the surgeon. 

Scores over this level mean that the child is reviewed at regular intervals 

usually monthly to monitor recovery. lf improvement is not sustained 

then the child will be offered surgery at an appropriate time. 

Accurate testing requires time patience and practice. 

Tn the older child. after spontaneous recovery or nerve graftrng, detailed 

muscle testing is used in planning of secondruy surgery such as tendon, 

muscle and nerve transfers. ln these cases any joint contracture will also 

need to be noted. 

Sensory function assessment is difficult in the new-born. but loss of 

sweating and skin texture may give early indication of decreased 
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COURSES 

APCP SOUTH WEST REGION 

Making your way through the 

''MANUAL HANDLING'' 

SATURDAY OCTOBER 4 1997 9.30 am - 3.30 pm 

Physiotherapy Dept., Lord Mayor Treloar College, 

Holybourne, Nr Alton, Hants 

A one day course on paediatric manual handling 

MAZE 

Ideal for junior staff and those new into paediatrics, or for those who wish to update and refresh! 

Programme to cover: Legislation, Ergonomics. Anatomy. Equipment and Practical Sessions. 

Cost £25 APCP members £30 non-members. Cheques made payable to ·APCP SW Region' 

To reserve a place send cheque and SAE for final details to: Julia Graham, Paediatric Physiotherapist. 

Child health. G Floor. North Hampshire Hospital, Aldermaston Road, Basingstoke, Hants., RG24 9NA. 

Gait Analysis 

THURSDAY 13/FRIDAY 14 NOVEMBER 1997 

Venue: Ward One, Lord Mayor Treloar Hospital, AJton, Haots. 

Course Leader: Elaine Owen MCSP Superintendent Community Paediatric Physiotherapist 

A practical course to improve assessment and analytical skills. 

Content to include: Biomechanics, normal gait, development of gait 

in children, pathological gait, video kinematic analysis technique, 

and orthotic provision. 

APCP members £60 Non-members £75 (max. no. 25) 

For further details and application form send a SAE to: 

Julia Graham Senior Paediatric Physiotherapist. Child Health, Loddon NHS Trust, 

G Floor. North Hampshire Hospital. 

Aldermaston Road, Basingstoke, Hants., RG24 9NA. 

Tel: 01256 313694 
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COURSES 

Steps Conference 1997 

Step this way ........... . 
Anaesthetics, Genetics and Gait Analysis 

in Paediatric Orthopaedics 

Saturday 4th October 

The Woodlands Centre, 

Chorley, 

Lancashire 

Chairman: Mr. John Walsh MB ChB MChOrth FRCS 

Consultant Paediat1ic Orthopaedic Surgeon, Alderhey Children's Hospital. Liverpool 

PAEDIATRIC ANAESTHETICS 
Dr Frank Potter MB ChB FRCA Consultan1 Paediatric Anae�thetist, Alderhey Children's Hospital Liverpool 

GAIT ANALYSIS IN CHILDREN 
Dr Michael Smith MB BS FRCP. FRCPCH Consultanl Paediatrician. The Ryegate Children's Cen1rc. Sheffield 

GENETICS 
Dr Maurice Super MD MSc FRCP, OCH RCPS Consultant Geneticist, Royal Manchester Children's Hospital 

For registration, further details and membership enquiries contact 

STEPS 

Lymm Cou11. 11 Eagle Brow. 

Lymm. 

Cheshire. 

WAJ3 OLP 

Tel 01925 757525 

Fax O l 925 7587797 

e-mail: s1eps@i1J.ne1

Reg charity No :327662 

Admission (Including lunch) 

STEPS Member� £ I 0 

Non members £25 

,_ 

T 

E 
>--<),,-:>-----

The National Association for Children with Lower Limb Abnormalities 

Octo.1b corucl 31 limc Of r111l11ng 
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I 
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWALL 1998 
TO BE COMPLETED BY ALL NEW MEMBERS AND EXISTlNG MEMBERS NOT USING 

THE DIRECT DEBIT SYSTEM 

NB. Any member who has arranged to pay by Direct Debit and then duplicates their subscription with a cheque will 

be refunded on request. They will. however. incur a £3.00 penalty to cover Administrative costs 

l) Ordinary Membership is open to annually subscribing members of the Chartered Society of

Physiotherapy.

2) Associate Membership is open to professional people with an interest in Paediatrics, subject to the

approval of the National Co1mnittee.

3) Associate Membership is also open to Physiotherapy Students.

4) Annual subscription for 1998 is £21.00, and runs from l st January to 31st December.

5) Retired Members are only required to pay half the total annual subscriptions.

All cheques should be made payable to 'APCP'

I wish to *apply for/renew my membership of the Association of Paediatric Chartered Physiotherapists. 

*Delete which is not applicable PLEASE USE CAPITALS ON THIS FORM. 

Title: (Mrs Miss Ms Mr) 

First Names: ............................................................. . Surname: .................................................. . 

CSP No . ................................................................... . APCPNo . ................................................ . 

Profession ................................................................ . Grade ....................................................... . 

Address for con·espondence: .................................................................................................................. . 

···· ················································· · · · ···················· ······· ····························· ·················································

........................................................................................ Post code: ...................................................... . 

Tel. No: ................................................................................................................................................... . 

Place of Work .......................................................................................................................................... . 

........................................................................................ Post code: ...................................................... . 

Have you completed a Direct Debit Fonn? Yes/No 

Would you like your name to be entered on the Private Practitioners Register? Yes/No 

If you are a new member please complete the questions overleaf. THANK YOU 



About your work place 

What type of facility is it? .............................................................................................................. .. 

Ts your work place a regional or famous centre? *Yes/No

If 'Yes', what speciality? ................................................................................................................. . 

About you and your own work: 

Your speciality in Paediatrics ......................................................................................................... .. 

Do you have a sub-speciality? *Yes/No

Lf 'Yes', in what area? ..................................................................................................................... .. 

Would you be willing lo teach/lecture in your speciality subject? *Yes/No

Are you willing to have visitors? *Yes/No

If ·Yes·. give contact person & address ........................................................................................... . 

······ ······························· ·········································· ···· ······································································· 

························· ································· ································································································ 

Would you be able to take students on an elective placement? *Yes/No 

If 'Yes'. who should be contacted? 

Nan1e: ......................................................................... . 

Address: .......................................................................................................................................... .. 

················································································· ······ ··································································· 

Subscriptions are due by the 1st January. 

Journals will not be sent until membership is renewed. Members who are late renewing their 

membership forfeit the right to back issues and will only receive them subject to availability. 

Please notify the Membership Secreta1)1 of any change in address. 

Currently, we are not pennitting commercial mail shots to be sent to members. Should there be a 

change in this current policy, and you should not wish to receive such communications, please 

indicate by ticking tJiis box. D 

Please complete and return, with your cheque (to APCP) to: 

Mrs. T. Robinson, APCP Membership Secretary, 22 Leith Court, Thornhill, 

Dewsbury, W. Yorkshire WFl 2 OQP 








